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Abstract
Limiting global warming to 1.5 °C will require rapid decarbonisation of the world’s electricity and transport systems. This
must occur against a background of continuing urbanisation and the shift to the information economy. While replacement
of fossil fuels in electricity generation is underway, urban transport is currently dominated by petrol and diesel-powered ve-
hicles. The City of the Future will need to be built around a different transport and urban paradigm. This article argues that
the new model will be a polycentric city linked by fast electric rail, with local access based on autonomous “community”-
owned electric cars and buses supplemented by bicycles, electric bikes and scooters, with all electricity generated from
renewables. Less space will be wasted on roads and parking, enabling higher accessibility yet more usable public open
space. Building the cities of the future will require national governments to accelerate local initiatives through appropri-
ate policy settings and strategic investment. The precise way in which individual cities move into the future will vary, and
the article illustrates how the transformation could work for Australian cities, like Sydney, currently some of the most car
dependent in the world, using new financial and city partnerships.
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1. Introduction
With more than 50% of the world’s population living in
cities, and urban areas now accounting for more than
70% of global CO2 emissions and creating more than
80% of the world’s GDP, solutions to global warming
will inevitably involve cities reducing their greenhouse
“footprints” (IPCC, 2014a). This will apply both to the
long-established cities and to the rapidly expanding cities
such as in Asia, the Middle East and Africa (Moriarty
& Honnery, 2013). A key component of this will be re-
duced CO2 emissions from urban transport, which is
currently dominated by private cars using fossil fuels.
This will require a transformation of our transport sec-
tor away from so much reliance on cars and away from
reliance on oil towards electrically powered vehicles and
systems, powered by renewable energy (Newman, Beat-
ley, & Boyer, 2017).
The timescale for this transformation is very short.
Indications from the IPCC AR5 Report (IPCC, 2014a) are
that we have at best four decades to substantially re-
duce greenhouse emissions from all sources. The IPCC
1.5 °C agenda is now suggesting we will need an even
faster transition. This article is attempting to overview
how cities will need to manage this transition to the City
of the Futurewhich features the removal of all fossil fuels
in the passenger transport arena.
The move to renewable energy in the generation of
electricity is now underway in earnest (Newman, 2017a),
and there are indications that global coal consumption
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has peaked and started to decline (IEA, 2017a). In con-
trast, emissions from the transport sector and use of oil-
based fuels continues to rise though at a reduced rate
at a global level and in many cities and nations it is now
decoupling from economic growth (Newman, 2017b).
There are a number of indications that trends in the
transport sector are beginning to change:
• Per-capita car usage in many cities and countries
is now falling, and there is a growing trend to re-
duced car dependent urban forms with a growth
in transit and active transport modes, which have
much lower emissions per passenger-kilometre
(Goodwin & van Dender, 2013; Mittal, Dai, &
Shukla, 2016; Newman & Kenworthy, 2015);
• Electric cars are beginning to gain market share
and are poised to replace petrol and diesel-
powered cars over the coming decades. Provided
their electric energy is derived from renewables,
this promises a substantial reduction in emissions
(IEA, 2016);
• Self-drive or autonomous vehicle technology is
also emerging rapidly. This provides an option to
re-think the current paradigm of urban transport,
which is based on privately owned automobiles
and which has grown to dominate most of the
world’s cities, especially since 1950 (Carlin, Rader,
& Rucks, 2015). However as discussed later, un-
thinking application of autonomous vehicle tech-
nology to simply replace current vehicles on a one-
for-one basis will not produce significant benefits
except in the area of safety.
This article looks at how these emerging trends could
combine to generate a radical transformation not only of
transport technologies and travel behaviour, but of the
way we build and live in our cities. It suggests that the
growing need for urban accessibility can be solved by a
combination of:
• The emergence of a poly-nucleated urban form,
combining a strong city centre with strong sub-
centres, allowing accessibility to bemaximised but
travel minimised;
• Increased investment in high capacity electric rail
transport links for trips to urban centres and for
longer distance travel in urban areas, with a con-
comitant reduction in investment in general pur-
pose roads and freeways;
• The large-scale replacement of private automo-
biles by jointly-owned and operated self-drive ve-
hicles, which combined with bicycles and small
scale electric scooters and cycles could cater for
dispersed travel as well as feeder trips to centres
and public transport nodes.
The article examines how these trends could emerge,
their potential benefits, and how they could be encour-
aged by appropriate policies at national, state and local
level. It then looks in detail at how they could apply in
Australian cities using Sydney as a case study; currently
Australian cities are amongst the most car-dependent
and transport emissions intensive in the world and they
are also experiencing rapid population growth which en-
ables them to demonstrate rapid transformation.
The article looks at the history of urban transport and
how it is now changing suggesting a new urban paradigm
is emerging; these trends are used to create what could
be The City of the Future and how it can be imagined to
help with the 1.5 °C agenda.
2. Brief History of Urban Transport
Whilst there have been many changes in technology in
the last few centuries, especially in fields such as informa-
tion technology, medicine or manufacturing, it is a curi-
ous fact that the technologies which currently dominate
urban transport are all essentially products of the 19th
century—the tram, train and especially the car (New-
man, Kosonen, & Kenworthy, 2016). Whilst modern ver-
sions of these modes are more developed in many ways
such as safety and comfort, they are little changed in
the key characteristics (capacity, effective speed), which
determine how they accommodate urban travel and
also how they shape our cities (Newman & Kenworthy,
2015, 1999).
In contrast, all of these modes represented a major
leap forward over previous transport technologies (walk-
ing, horse drawn vehicles) when they were first intro-
duced. Indeed, in many respects our current transport
systems have gone backwards in recent years. Cars and
freeways which can only handle around 3,000 passen-
gers per lane per hour have come to dominate longer
distance travel over rail-based solutions, which can han-
dle ten times that movement in the same space. Mean-
while the very success of the car has led to rising traf-
fic congestion, and with it slower speeds, both for the
cars themselves and for any other vehicles (trucks, buses,
trams, bicycles) caught up in the congestion. Thus urban
efficiency as a whole has declined, notwithstanding the
apparent improvement in personal mobility.
2.1. The First Rail Age
Prior to the industrial revolution, most urban travel was
by foot, with typical walking speeds of 3–4 km/hr. The
rich could afford horse-drawn travel options, allowing
those speeds to be tripled. Bicycles also for a time pro-
vided quite an increase in personal mobility. But it was
the train and the electric tram which first revolutionised
urban travel, and they transformed cities from Europe to
America to Australia in the late 19th century.
The radical increase in speed made possible by these
modes, combined with their high capacity, meant that
public transport came to dominate urban travel pat-
terns in many major cities around the world within a
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few decades. While every city has its own unique his-
tory, geography, topography and urban economy, these
technologies were applied almost universally inmedium–
sized or larger cities, and tended to have similar impacts.
“NewWorld” cities weremuch younger and inmost cases
smaller and lower density than their European coun-
terparts when these technologies arrived. Nevertheless,
electric trams (and electric inter-urbans) became com-
monplace across the newcities ofNorthAmerica andAus-
tralia. Sydney developed one of the world’s largest and
most heavily used tram networks, as well as a substan-
tial suburban electric rail network by the 1930s, despite
having only a few thousand inhabitants when the tech-
nologies were first invented. Similarly, more populous
cities like Paris, Berlin and New York all introduced under-
ground electric metro systems in the decades following
the introduction of the first such system in London.
The railways in particular allowed cities to expand
rapidly in their geographical areas. In European cities,
this sometimesmeant leaping across the old walls within
which they had been confined for centuries. In other
cases, long tentacles of development followed the rail-
ways out into the countryside, with the rich escaping
the pollution and crime in the inner cities and commut-
ing into the city for work or business. This was the pre-
cursor to the widespread “dormitory” suburbs which
spread rapidly (but in all directions) with the rise of the
car and freeway after 1950. In all these cities the 19th
century rail innovations and urban development went
hand-in-hand and were created by entrepreneurs who
established partnerships with city governments (New-
man, Davies-Slate, & Jones, 2017).
Another impact of the first rail age was on city cen-
tres. The ability to bring large numbers of people to
the centre reinforced the parallel development of the
skyscraper in those cities which did not have height lim-
its. Chicago is perhaps the quintessential example, often
seen as the home of the skyscraper, but also the biggest
rail hub in theUS and the fastest growing city in theworld
in the late 19th century.
In cities like London, Paris or Tokyo which were al-
ready densely settled over a large area before the first rail
age, networks of rail lines covered a large part of the in-
ner urban area, and the city centre wasmore spread-out.
This was reinforced by height limits (in the case of Tokyo
because of earthquake risk). These cities tended to have
a number of privately owned rail systems,mostly built on
the surface, each with their own city terminus. These in
turn were connected by underground or metro systems,
like London’s “Circle Line”.
At the metropolitan scale, most rail systems resem-
bled radial networks. A few cities however, such as Berlin
or Moscow, developed “ring metros” to complement
their radial networks. The inner urban areas were often
criss-crossed with metro and/or light rail networks.
While the development of cities in the first rail age
is well understood, the key aspects to focus on here
are that:
• The basic transport technologies spread very
rapidly around the world;
• Each city utilised the technologies somewhat dif-
ferently, based on their previous history, geogra-
phy, economy and culture;
• Rail systems both spread housing development
along the rail corridors and reinforced a range of
urban centres, particularly the Central Business
District, for commerce;
• The high capacity of rail systems allowed them
to dominate urban travel (measured in passenger-
kilometres) and to allow those cities which had
strong economies to expand rapidly in population;
• The predominance of urban public transport was
an equalising force in society once fares dropped
to the levels affordable by the working class, in-
creasing accessibility and allowing people to travel
further. This in turn facilitated increasing special-
ization of the workforce.
2.2. The Car and Freeway Age
The first half of the 20th century saw the consolida-
tion of the first rail age but also the rise of the auto-
mobile age, especially in the US where mass-produced
cars allowed ownership to spread rapidly. The Depres-
sion and two World Wars slowed the process, but the
car age started in earnest after 1950. The car offered
two-dimensional, door-to-door flexibility, which quickly
made trams that shared road space with cars, obsolete.
Rail-based systems, however, were more resilient, hav-
ing higher speeds and their own rights of way. A few
cities retained their trams and and have since built on
them as a major feature of their economic and social life
(see Figure 1).
As car ownership and use expanded, land uses began
to react. The car allowed low density suburbs to fill in
the gaps between the rail corridors, but also reduced the
primacy of the traditional city centre in terms of acces-
sibility. Employment and other services found cheaper
land in the suburbs and a general process of decentralisa-
tion began. Shops and other activities did coalesce into
retail malls and office and industrial parks but in many
cities these were surrounded by car parks and inacces-
sible by good quality public transport. Buses replaced
trams in many cities but failed to halt the decline of pub-
lic transport and in many cases exacerbated it. However,
the rapid rise in cars produced amassive rise in road con-
gestion, especially for cities with over one million inhab-
itants. The answer for a while appeared to be the urban
motorway. US cities took this furthest, building on the
Interstate Highway system, but many other cities from
Seoul to Singapore to Sydney built networks of elevated
or in some cases underground roads.
As with the first rail age, the responses by individ-
ual cities to the car differed. Most cities embraced the
idea of the motorway, and their building programs were
only limited by the availability of resources. In some cities
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Figure 1.Metropolitan passenger trips in australia’s capital cities, 1900–2013. Source: Bureau of Infrastructure Transport
and Regional Economics (BITRE, 2014). Notes: Includes total annual passenger tips (for years ending 30 June) within all
State and Territory capital cities, across all available transport modes (including rough estimates of non-motorised travel).
Values for ‘light rail’ include estimates for the SydneyMonorail (as well as for early horse-drawn or steam trams). Values for
‘bus’ cover: all motor vehicles with 10 or more seats (i.e. charter/hire buses and other private buses/minibuses, in addition
to UPT route buses), including the use of trolley-buses; as well as horse-drawn buses for early years. Values for ‘private
horse’ include carriage and saddle horses, but not those used for horse-buses and horse-trams—which are included in the
relevant mass transit modes. Values for ‘commercial road vehicles’ related to non-freight use of such vehicles (primarily
due to travel by light commercial vehicles such as utilities and panel vans).
however, there was strong opposition to motorways
from environmentalists, the public or from affected res-
idents in the path of the freeways (Bratzel, 1999; Stone,
2014). In Sydney for example a series of protest move-
ments involving unions, residents and others managed
to halt inner city freeway development for twenty years.
When it finally returned, it was in the form of largely un-
derground toll-ways.
By 2000, cities in the developed world were firmly
car-dominated, with a few exceptions such as Tokyo,
which had high densities and the world’s most heavily
utilised urban rail system. Figure 1 (BITRE, 2014) shows,
for example, the trends in trips by differentmodes in Aus-
tralian capital cities, from 1900 to 2012. In the develop-
ing world, car ownership was not yet within the reach of
the public, but was still seen as aspirational.
Nevertheless, there are significant differences be-
tween cities, even within the same country or with sim-
ilar income levels, as to their reliance on different trans-
port modes or their urban form. Singapore for example
has far lower car use and far higher public transport use
per capita than US cities with similar or lower income lev-
els. Sydney has significantly less car use than other Aus-
tralian cities; New York is completely different to the rest
of the US, accounting for a massive 60% of all heavy rail
use across the entire country. History, geography, poli-
tics and other factors can make a difference.
2.3. The Second Rail Age
A major change began to occur however around the
turn of the 20th century which has been called “the sec-
ond rail age” (Newman, Glazebrook, & Kenworthy, 2013).
Per-capita car usage, which had climbed inexorably for
fifty years, began to decline in some places. By 2005,
the trend was becoming more widespread—after that
year for example, all Australian capital cities began to ex-
perience the “peak car” phenomenon (Newman & Ken-
worthy, 2015). The phenomenon has now been demon-
strated in China (Gao & Newman, 2018).
The cities began to change their priorities with ur-
ban regeneration growing faster than urban sprawl and
a strong reaction to the building of freeways. These
protests have grown in more recent years with 22 cities
now removing freeways andmajor political shifts in cities
being created around the need to change priorities away
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from high capacity roads (Gaynor, Newman, & Jennings,
2017; Newman & Kenworthy, 2015).
About the same time, public transport, which had in
many cities been static or in decline for decades, began
to rise rapidly. And City, Regional and National Govern-
ments have begun changing their investment strategies:
• In the US for example, there are now some 28 light
rail systems in place, most built since 2000. Rid-
ership on all forms of urban rail transport (heavy
rail, commuter rail and light rail) has risen much
more rapidly than population, although bus rider-
ship has stalled or fallen in the last two decades
(See Figure 2);
• In Europe, light rail has also made a revival, partic-
ularly in countries such as France and Spain, while
major new underground rail systems have been
built or are under construction inmany older cities
fromAthens to Paris to London. See Figure 2 on UK
rail growth;
• Rail, including automatedmetros, is in fact expand-
ing rapidly around the world, but most notably in
Asia, and in particular China, where 52 cities have
built metro systems and some light rail systems.
Major rail systems are now being built in Latin
America, the Middle East, Africa and Australasia
as well. Rail passenger kms have grown 46% be-
tween 2002 and 2015 when they had plateaued
or declined for most of the previous 5 decades;
high speed rail has grown over 6 times (IEA &
UIC, 2016);
• Sydney is currently investing $40 billion in trans-
port infrastructure, half on metro and light rail sys-
tems and half on a massive Toll-way system called
West Connex. But the travel data points the way:
last year there was a 11% increase in patronage on
the rail network, while car usage is growing at only
around 2% pa or in per capita terms it is in decline;
• 22 cities such as Seoul and San Francisco have
actually removed urban freeways (the latter fol-
lowing an earthquake) and Paris is now closing
some motorways along the Seine. Road pricing
has also been introduced in cities like London,
Oslo, Singapore and Stockholm (Newman & Ken-
worthy, 2015).
Illustrations of the second rail age are provided in Figure 2
(for the UK) and Figure 3 (for the US). In the case of Aus-
tralia, Figure 4 shows the dominance of the original tram
systems up until about 1950, the rapid decline in public
transport use (particularly tram usage, as most tram sys-
tems were closed) until about 1980, and the recovery in
public transport use, particularly on rail, since then.
The reason for this “second rail revolution” appears
to be related to the declining speed of traffic and in-
creased speed of urban rail which has been able to go
around, over and under the growing traffic problems of
cities on every continent (Newman & Kenworthy, 2015).
There are also a range of good public policy reasons for
this shift in priorities to electric urban rail.
2.4. The Urban Form Associated with Transport
The literature on how transport technologies have
shaped cities is extensive (Anas, Arnott, & Small, 1998;
Batty & Longley, 1994; Frey, 1999; Lynch, 1981; Newman
& Kenworthy, 1989, 1999, 2015). The data show the old
walking cities losing density in population and jobs as the
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Figure 2. The growth in UK rail showing the first age and now the second age of rail. Source: Data sourced from Association
of Train Operating Companies and the Office of Rail Regulation, UK, at Wikimedia Commons (2018).
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US Ridership by Mode 1990–2014
Figure 3. Rail and bus patronage in the Unites States, 1990–2014. Source: American Public Transport Association
(APTA, 2016).
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Figure 4. Urban public transport trips in Australian capital cities, 1900–2013. Source: BITRE, 2014. Notes: Includes total
annual passenger tips (for years ending 30 June) within all State and Territory capital cities, across all mass transit (including
rough estimates of horse-drawn vehicles). Values for ‘light rail’ include estimates for the Sydney Monorail (as well as for
early horse-drawn or steam trams). Values for ‘UPT bus’ cover all route/school bus services, including the use of trolley-
buses and horse-drawn vehicles for early years. Values for ‘other private bus’ are very approximate allowances for such
vehicles, giving the roughly estimated contribution of charter/hire buses (and other non-UPT buses/minibuses).
tram and train spread the city out into a polycentric form,
then the density reduced further as cars dispersed the
city very rapidly. Now, densities are rising as the polynu-
clear urban form is again being favoured by renewed pri-
ority in rail systems and the increasing value of the old
walking city centres with knowledge economy activity
(Newman & Kenworthy, 2015; Matan & Newman, 2017).
3. The Climate Challenge
The IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2014b) indicates
that transport accounted for 14% of global Greenhouse
Gas emissions in 2010, with 95% of transport energy
coming from oil. This compares with 25% for electricity
and heat production, 23% for agriculture, forestry and
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land use, 18% for industry, 12% for other and 8% for
buildings. In fact, the full share attributable to transport
would be higher, as some electricity is used for transport
and some share of manufacturing is used to build trans-
port vehicles and infrastructure.
Globally there is evidence that coal consumption has
begun to decline slightly, after a decade or more of rapid
increases. However, oil and gas consumption has been
rising for the last five years as a result of the revolution
in drilling techniques in the US (IEA, 2017a). See Figure 5.
While renewable energy in electricity generation, es-
pecially wind and solar, is now increasing and beginning
to displace coal and gas, energy consumption and emis-
sions for transport continue to rise. For urban passenger
transport, there are marked differences in energy effi-
ciency, and hence emissions, between different modes
(Figure 6), with passenger rail over six times more ef-
ficient than cars, and buses three times more efficient
(IEA, 2017b).
The focus on cities to help shape the response to
global warming has been growing, particularly with orga-
nizations like C40, ICLEI and 100 Resilient Cities showing
that cities must lead this transition to remove fossil fu-
els (C40, 2017). Many cities are now showing that they
can remove fossil fuels much quicker than their national
commitments (Kramers et al., 2013; Newman, Beatley, &
Boyer, 2017). In every city which is planning to remove
fossil fuels the strategy is to build a renewable electric-
ity system and then electrify the transport system. Such
planning builds on a number of emerging trends.
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4. Emerging Trends
Some of the key emerging trends which will affect how
cities and their transport systems evolve in future are
outlined below.
4.1. Peak Car
As noted earlier, per capita car use is now in decline in
many cities and countries, and in a few cities absolute vol-
umes of traffic are also declining. This phenomenon has
been identified for some time by academics (Goodwin &
van Dender, 2013; Newman & Kenworthy, 2011) but is
now becoming apparent to mainstream media (Rapier,
2017). Recent research (Sivak, 2017) confirms that vehi-
cle ownership per capita in the US peaked in 2006, and
per capita kilometres driven per person peaked in 2004,
although both have rebounded slightly since their lows
of 2012–13.
The reasons for this are many, and include:
• The declining utility of cars in many urban areas as
a result of high levels of traffic congestion and the
high costs of parking;
• The trend back to city centres and inner-city areas
both for business and for residential use leading
to rises in density that favours non-car modes of
transport;
• Changes in behaviour, particularly by millenials,
many of whom no longer bother to get drivers’
licences;
• Improvements in alternatives to the private car, in-
cludingmass transit, car sharing, improved taxi ser-
vices such as “Uber” and bike share schemes.
This has occurred despite falling costs for purchasing new
vehicles with the entry of competitive firms based in Ko-
rea and now China, and relatively low prices for fuel.
All these trends were associated with increased use of
smart phones and social media which are enabling peo-
ple tomake choices based on simple and rapid communi-
cations. As shown below this is likely to continue to grow
with smart technology shaping transport and land use
systems very directly (Newman, 2016).
4.2. Electric Vehicles
Electric cars, trams and trains have been available for
over a century, the former using early batteries, and the
latter using overhead or third rail systems for providing
electrical power.
While electric power for rail based transport became
increasingly common in the 20th century, electric cars
proved uncompetitive with gasoline powered cars due
to the limited energy densities of early lead-acid batter-
ies. However, developments in battery technology and
pressures to reduce urban pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions is leading to a “second coming” for the elec-
tric car.Whilst hybrid and full-electric vehicles onlymade
up about 4% of world automobile sales in 2016, sales
in 2016 grew by 60% on a year earlier (see Figure 6)
and there were an estimated 2 million electric cars on
the road by 2016. EV’s are beginning to become com-
mon where suitable government policies make them
attractive—for example in Norway, where high taxes on
regular cars and incentives for electric cars saw the latter
achieve 30% of sales of new cars in 2016.
As sales of electric cars increase (Figure 7), so their
costs have begun to fall, and many car companies are
now planning to introduce new models. VW is introduc-
ing a number of new lower cost electric car models, Mer-
cedes has accelerated plans for new electric vehicles to
challenge Tesla (Shankleman, 2017)while Volvo has even
announced it will phase out internal combustion pow-
ered cars by 2021. City governments have also begun
providing incentives for electric cars and Paris has an-
nounced it will ban internal combustion cars by 2030
(G. Smith, 2017). The IEA indicates that 10 governments,
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Figure 7. Growth of electric cars has begun to take off. Source: International Energy Agency (IEA, 2016).
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including China, France, Germany, the UK and US, will
set a goal of 30% market share for battery powered cars,
buses, trucks and vans by 2030.
The Li-ion battery has now been mass produced,
mostly in China, and has become the cheapest form
of batteries for use in EV’s (Nykvist & Nilsson, 2015).
Concerns about the source of Lithium have eased as
most Lithium now comes from Western Australia where
eight new mines have shown how widespread supplies
of crustal Lithium can be refined for batteries. Recycling
of Lithium and the other batteries does not seem to
have the issues of Lead Acid batteries (Shi, Chen, & Chen,
2018). Other batteries have different scientific advan-
tages but for the next few decades of city building the
Li-ion battery is likely to dominate andmake solar house-
holds and businesses as well as solar transport a reality.
Whilst electric cars will significantly reduce local air
pollution, their contribution to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions depends on the source of their electrical en-
ergy. In countries such as France, with a high share of
nuclear and renewable energy, replacement of petrol
and diesel cars by electric cars will produce an immedi-
ate drop in transport-related greenhouse emissions. In
countries like Australia, where 80% of electricity is cur-
rently coal-fired, therewill be lower greenhouse benefits
though even here it would be less. However, the shift to
renewable energy has accelerated with dramatic growth
rates in roof top solar (Green&Newman, 2017; Newman,
2017a) and so the electric car revolution will eventually
produce major reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.
4.3. Autonomous Vehicles
Another major technological change in transport is also
underway—the development of autonomous or “driver-
less’ vehicles. Companies such as Google are already
driving such vehicles on regular streets around America
to test their safety features. Singapore has trialled au-
tonomous taxis and various trials of autonomous buses
are underway including in Perth and Sydney. In the case
of Sydney, an autonomous shuttle bus trial is underway
atOlympic Park, being conducted jointly by theNSWGov-
ernment, the National Roads and Motoring Association,
the Sydney Olympic Park Authority and a number of pri-
vate companies (Transport for NSW, 2018). Initially the
shuttle bus will operate on dedicated routes, and later it
will begin operating on public streets.
Autonomous (driverless) technology is also being ap-
plied to larger scale mass transit systems (see Figure 8).
There are already a large number of driverless metro
trains installed around the world, with a recent report
benchmarking 25 systems (Wavestone, 2017). The Inter-
national Railway Journal (IRJ) reports UITP estimates that
the number of kilometres of driverless metros will ex-
Autonomous taxi, Singapore. Autonomous shule bus, Sydney Olympic Park.
Driverless metros are becoming common more
and more.
“Trackless” Tram being tested in China. The guidance
system will allow future driverless operaon.
Figure 8. Autonomous vehicles are on the way. Sources: Wavestone (2017), Transport for NSW (2018), Birginshaw (2017)
and A. Smith (2017).
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pand from under 790 in 2016 to 2,200 by 2025 (Birgin-
shaw, 2017). In addition, China has announced a new
rubber-tired guided electric tram system which is be-
ing used in either driverless or driver mode and has
the charcteristics of a light rail in terms of capacity,
speed and potential ability to attract urban development
(A. Smith, 2017).
Studies in theUK have estimated that the eventual re-
placement of conventional cars by driverless ones will re-
sult in a significant improvement in road safety, although
the timeline for full autonomy in complex urban envi-
ronments is likely to take some decades. However, if we
simply replace privately owned vehicles with privately
owned driverless vehicles, this will do little to reduce
road congestion or parking requirements, or tomake our
cities more liveable.
However, if “communally” owned, a driverless vehi-
cle could replace eight or more private vehicles, partic-
ularly if operated in a “continuous multihire” mode and
if used to provide feeder services to rail and other mass
transit systems or nearby activity centres. A single such
vehicle could, for example collect two to five people,
drive them to a rail station for the morning commute,
then return empty to collect three or four more loads of
commuters in the morning peak period. At the destina-
tion end autonomous vehicles could deliver commuters
to offices or other facilities which were beyond the walk-
ing catchment of the station (destinations such as offices
and shops are usually more concentrated than origins
such as houses, with a higher proportion of people able
to walk to them).
Thus, for example, one light rail vehicle plus a fleet of
perhaps 15 autonomous vehicle shuttles (10 at the ori-
gin end and 5 at the destination end) could effectively
replace 100 long-distance private car commuting trips
(with a similar number in the reverse direction in the
evening, plus additional avoided trips during the rest of
the day). Figure 9 shows how this changes urban form.
This “lastmile” service could substantially reduce the
need for long distance trips by private cars, often with
low car-occupancy (an average 1.2 passengers per vehi-
cle is typical in most cities) which is the most energy and
space intensive form of transport. This in turn could sub-
stantially reduce both road congestion (improving the ef-
ficiency of commercial vehicles) and the need for more
road capacity, especially motorways.
In this context, the space saving attributes of mass
transit over car-based systems is crucial. Arterial roads
and motorways carry only around 1,000–2,000 vehicles
per lane per hour (1,500–3,000 passengers), whereas
light rail, suburban rail and metros typically carry 3,000–
30,000 passengers per lane/track per hour, and are thus
up to 10 times more space efficient (Newman & Kenwor-
thy, 2015).
Shifting a significant share of current automobile-
based travel partially to mass transit will require addi-
tional capacity on urban rail and bus systems. However
the scale of increase may not be as large as expected,
given that there is significant spare capacity on such sys-
tems during off-peak periods, to smaller sub-centres and
in counter-peak directions. In addition the mass transit
mode shares to the city centres in peak periods is already
very high in many cities. For example Sydney, which is a
car-dependent city, nevertheless has an 80%public trans-
port mode share for trips to the central business district
in the morning peak.
Parking is another often hidden cost of our current
car-based systems. In Sydney, it has been estimated that
car parking occupies at least 100 sq. km. of land, worth in
the order of $100 billion if put to other uses (land values
in Sydney have recently reached $1,000/m2).
In addition, the use of autonomous shuttles to feed
rail or other mass transit can widen the catchment ar-
eas of the transit system, making them more economic
in lower density suburban areas, or in cities where activ-
ities are highly dispersed.
Current Commung Desnaon(e.g. office, retail)
Car Trip
Walking Trip
Staon Walking
Catchment
Autonomous Distributor
Autonomous Feeder
Transit Line and StaonFuture Commung
Figure 9. “Current” versus “future” commuting. Source: authors’ own graphic.
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The future transport technologies are likely to be
combinations of electric fast rail down high speed cor-
ridors plus electric light rail (or trackless trams) in lower
speed corridors like inner areas, all building up substan-
tial dense centres around stations as shown in Figure 9;
into these centres the AV–EV technologies can feed in
their last mile and first mile passengers as well as cy-
cling and walking. In each of these centres electric charg-
ing from solar energy can provide zero carbon fuel for
all the electric vehicles through rapid recharging points;
the whole local solar and local transport system can be
managed by a Citizen Utility using blockchain technology
(Green & Newman, 2017). Such an urban vision is unfold-
ing rapidly before our eyes.
4.4. Population Growth, the Information Economy and
Urban Structure
Cities have existed for at least 8,000 years, but it is only
very recently that more than half of the world’s popula-
tion have lived in them. The process of urbanisation be-
gan in earnest in the UK with the industrial revolution,
moved to other European countries and North Amer-
ica and is continuing now in China, India, Indonesia and
other developing economies, especially in Africa.
This process has fuelled and been fuelled by a rapid
increase in energy consumption, accompanied by rising
living standards, the development of high-rise buildings
and the growth in automobile ownership. Inmany places
cars have taken over streets previously dominated by
pedestrians and cyclists. Cities have also expanded in
size, increasing trip lengths beyond what is feasible for
non-motorised transport.
However, the patterns of urbanisation and city struc-
ture have not been uniformbetween cities and countries.
In Europe, cities have continued to be built at relatively
high densities, although there has been some “suburban
sprawl” on the city outskirts. However, many European
cities have retained the strong public transport orienta-
tion which accompanied their early development phase
at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th cen-
turies (Figure 10).
In contrast, most “new world” cities have experi-
enced most of their urban growth in the age of the
automobile—from 1920 to 2000. Accordingly, they have
been built at very low densities and with extensive mo-
torways and parking but limited public transport net-
works (Figure 10). However some of these cities (for ex-
ample the State capital cities in Australia and many cities
in the south or west of the United States) continue to ex-
perience rapid population growth. This provides oppor-
tunities for densifying these cities, especially along rail
corridors or around emerging sub-centres as is already
occurring in cities such as Sydney as discussed earlier.
At a global level, the focus of urbanisation is now on
countries in Asia, the Middle East and Africa. This third
phase of urbanisation is producing high-density cities
which nevertheless cover large areas and house 10 mil-
lion or more inhabitants. In many of these cities, there
has been a rapid rise in car ownership and use alongside
significant investment in metros and other public trans-
port (Figure 11). In China for example, Beijing and Shang-
hai have built metro systems in just thirty years which
now dwarf the traditional metros of European cities and
associated with this they are now showing peak car as
both urban rail and electric bikes are growing rapidly
(Gao & Newman, 2018).
The urban structure of different cities also varies. Eu-
ropean cities typically have 30% or more of their total
employment in the central area, supported by strong ra-
dial public transport systems. US cities typically have only
around 10% of their total employment in the “city cen-
tre”, butwith a significant share of jobs located in sub cen-
ters and “edge cities”, often located at the intersection
of radial and circumferential motorway systems (Karan-
filovski & Stone, 2015). The mega cities of Asia tend to
have multiple centres of economic activity like Singapore
which has 22 sub centers (Newman & Matan, 2013).
However in almost every city the urban planners are
looking to reduce automobile dependence through a
London is adding high rise buildings to an already
dense urban core.
Outskirts of Washington DC illustrates car-oriented
urban development.
Figure 10. Urban development contrasts.
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CITY
Beijing
Shanghai
Seoul
Tokyo
Moscow
Mexico City
New York
Paris
London
Madrid
Guangzhou
Nanjing
Hong Kong
Source: hp://www.citymetric.com/transport/what-largest-metro-system-world-1361
PATRONAGE
(Billion)
3.4
2.8
2.6
3.3
2.5
1.6
1.5
1.3
2.3
1.7
LENGTH
(Km)
527
548
332
328
228
373
402
294
240
224
STATIONS
319
337
311
179
196
195
468
303
270
301
Shanghai’s metro network. World’s busiest metro systems.
Figure 11. The emergence of the metro in the new mega cities of Asia. Source: Travel China (n.d.).
combination of improved transit and a polynuclear urban
form focussing on rail stations (Newman & Kenworthy,
2015). This is being done not just for transport and en-
ergy reasons but also for the multiple benefits in social,
economic and environmental factors that this can bring.
Thus the 1.5 ºC agenda with its zero carbon goal as well
as the need to fulfil the Sustainable Development Goals,
is likely to see more focus on this kind of urban planning.
5. The City of the Future
There have been many futuristic scenarios for how cities
will change andwhat transport systemswewill use to get
around them. Visions from the 19th century and early
20th century often featured electric trains or even gigan-
tic steam engines (Figure 12) while later 20th century vi-
sions frequently include personal transport from cars to
personal flying machines.
Many of these “visions” came from architects and
others with only superficial knowledge of the economics
of different transport technologies or modes. Many
also envisaged high-rise cities patterned after New York.
Indeed some extremely tall buildings are emerging,
and new developments such as flexible lifts which can
move sideways as well as vertically, may change build-
ing economics.
19th century visions of the future city focused on mul-level cies and mass transit.
20th century visions of the future focused on individualised transport systems.
Figure 12. Past visions of the City of the Future.
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At the same time, as discussed earlier, cities are now
becoming denser again after the period of urban sprawl
in the late 20th century. This will reduce per capita travel
requirements but requires efficient high-capacity modes
if high levels of congestion are to be avoided. This is a
major motivation behind the second rail age.
It now seems likely that many cities will continue to
increase in both population and density, but that it is un-
likely that “vertical” cities, “underwater” cities or other
more fanciful constructs will replace the basic pattern of
individual buildings connected by road and public trans-
port networks. Urban fabrics last for many generations
based around walking, transit and the automobile and
they are likely to be themain combinations formany gen-
erations into the future, perhaps with even more walk-
ing urban fabric and transit urban fabric (Newman et al.,
2016). Even the idea of the “non place urban realm”
where all work and social interaction was done through
electronic communications, has not emerged; instead
the knowledge economy has facilitated “face-to-face” in-
teractions in urban centers and has fed the regeneration
of older urban fabric designed aroundwalkability (Matan
& Newman, 2017; Newman & Kenworthy, 2015). What
can change however is themore precise urban structures
within cities and the shares of transport undertaken by
different modes and the role that new technologies are
likely to play in shaping this City of the Future as set out
in this article. But the trends are still likely to grow out
of the functional arrangements of how cities facilitate
commerce and provide social opportunities, thus ensur-
ing that in the City of the Future the ancient walking city,
the 19th and early 20th century transit city, and themod-
ern automobile city are recognised, respected and regen-
erated by the new urban development processes (New-
man et al., 2016). The new technologies discussed below
are indeed enabling such recognition and rejuvenation.
Economic forces are likely to mean continued clus-
tering of activities both to reduce transport costs and
because of basic human social needs. Despite well over
100 years of the telephone, and thirty years of the inter-
net, people still value face-to-face communication. Com-
munications technology has not led to a displacement
of travel—it appears to be a complement rather than
a substitute. However the new use of ICT is to create
smart control systems that offer a city much more than
entertainment but amore efficient and sustainable trans-
port system.
The long car-based commutes to work common in
many cities now need not always be the norm. These de-
rive from the unfortunate combination of the spread-out
city and the growing specialisation of the labour force.
While the rise of the car favoured the former, the rise
of the information economy ironically favours greater
clustering of activities into centres—as evidenced by the
emergence of the suburban “office park” and satellite
city centres in many cities, as well as the revitalisation of
the traditional central business districts and inner urban
areas (Thomson, Newton, & Newman, 2016).
This points to a City of the Future based on the emerg-
ing transport technologies highlighted in the previous
section and on the emerging information economy with
increasingly specialised business and human service sec-
tor jobs. This city is likely to have:
• An increased concentration of jobs, residents and
other activities in both the traditional CBD, along
old transit corridors, and in satellite cities and
sub-centres clustered around intensive rail systems.
These centreswill be accessible from the local areas
bywalking, cycling, and small scale electric vehicles,
and from thewidermetropolitan regionby the com-
bination of local access modes and mass transit;
• All modes will be electric and their power will be
renewable. Local management of electric power,
integrated with local shared mobility systems,
will emerge;
• Increasing densities for housing in all parts of the
city, especially around stations, but with more
open space and less urban “sprawl”;
• A concomitant decline in the share of “dispersed”
activities, which will fail to achieve the economies
of scale and scope possible with clustering;
• New and expanded mass transit systems provid-
ing better access to the CBD and sub centres
with higher speed and capacity based around au-
tonomous technology; subsequent reductions in
road capacity and road infrastructure spending fol-
lowed by some dismantling of freeways;
• The replacement of many private automobile trips
by the combination of local access modes, mass
transit and shared-use autonomous vehicles;
• A marked reduction in overall traffic volumes on
the road network. This will allow some road-space
to be re-allocated from cars to either trucks and
commercial vehicles (which may also be driverless
in some cases) or to bicycles, scooters other small
personalmobility devices and tomore intensive ur-
ban activity;
• A significant reduction in parking. This space can
be re-allocated to higher uses, including additional
commercial, office, retail, housing, public open
space or other uses such as ‘parklets’ that facilitate
local businesses;
• The changes in transport and land use will im-
prove accessibility, reduce the individual, social
and environmental costs of travel and improve
housing affordability.
6. Case Study: Transformation of Sydney
What could the City of the Future look like? To explore
that question, we examine an Australian city, Sydney,
which is amedium sized city (on theworld scale) in terms
of population, but which is still very car dominated.
Sydney is Australia’s largest city, with a population in
2016 of 4.6 million. It is also one of the world’s fastest
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growing cities, with population increasing by 25% over
the last twenty years.
Founded in 1788, Sydney grew rapidly in the first rail-
way age, developing around an expanding tram and sub-
urban rail network. Indeed, Sydney’s trams moved more
people in 1944 than all current light rail systems in the
US put together.While the tramswere replaced from the
1950’s with buses, a large suburban rail system survived,
which has over 200 stations, 2,000 double-deck rail car-
riages, and carried 360 million passengers in 2016.
Sydney was slower than most US cities to develop
urban motorways, in part because of community oppo-
sition. However, between about 1970 and 2010 Sydney
developed an extensive toll-way network, much of it in
tunnels. During the same period, public transport invest-
ment was minimal. As a result, car travel came to domi-
nate travel patterns by the turn of the century.
Forecasts by the Bureau of Transport Statistics a
few years ago suggested that private car travel would
continue to dominate urban travel patterns, notwith-
standing the trend back to mass transit since 2005
noted earlier.
However, after forty years of neglect, Sydney is now
also investing A$20 billion in its rail and public transport
systems. Major projects are outlined below:
• A new 24 km automated metro line is under con-
struction to the North-Western suburbs and will
open in 2019, a second extension through the CBD
to the south-western suburbs is also under con-
struction and is due to open by 2024, and a third
metro line has been announced and is currently be-
ing planned for completion by the late 2020s;
• The existing large-scale “suburban rail” system,
which includes a small underground section in the
city centre, is also being upgraded with additional
rollingstock and improved services;
• The Inner West light rail line was extended a few
years ago, with patronage quadrupling to 10 mil-
lion passengers. A new CBD and South-East light
rail line is now under construction, also to be
opened in 2019—it will feature the longest trams
in the world and is likely to carry at least 50 million
passengers annually from its opening. A third light
rail system has been announced for Parramatta,
due to open by 2024–2025;
• The bus system has beenmodernised and frequen-
cies increased with metro buses, and a major new
busway is planned for the Northern Beaches;
• A second ferry terminal in the CBD has been re-
cently opened with additional ferries being added
to the fleet.
In addition, Sydney finally implemented its “OPAL” smart-
card ticketing system in 2012, making travel by public
transport much more convenient, especially for multi-
mode trips. As a result, public transport patronage has
increased by over 30% in the last six years, and the rate
of increase has recently accelerated.
Indeed, as noted in a recent report by the Auditor-
General, train patronage increased by nearly 11% in
2015/6, bus patronage by 12% and light rail patronage
by 60%, compared with a year earlier (see Table 1).
Another factor behind the rapid rise in public trans-
port usage has been higher density development around
existing public transport nodes. Figure 13 below shows
Table 1. Public transport patronage in Sydney (millions) 2009–2010 to 2015–2016. Source: Transport for NSW (2017).
Year 2009/10 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2014/15 2015/16
Rail 289 294 302 306 312 326 361
Bus 210 214 219 220 224 257 290
Light rail 3 3 4 4 4 6 10
Ferry 14 15 15 15 16 15 15
Total 516 525 540 545 556 604 676
2009/10 BAS 100% 102% 105% 106% 108% 117% 131%
High rise development at Rhodes. Boardings at Rhodes and neighbouring staons.
Figure 13. Impact of transit-orientated development on patronage. Source: Transport for NSW (2017).
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one example—high rise units around Rhodes station,
about half way between the CBD and the growing second
CBD of Parramatta. Figure 13 shows the rapid growth in
patronage at Rhodes station,which has increased 16-fold
in a decade to over 5,000 boardings per day.
With the upgrades to rail, light rail, bus and ferry ei-
ther under construction, or announced and in detailed
planning, the authors estimate that Sydney’s public trans-
port patronage could potentially double in the next fif-
teen years to almost 1.3 billion passengers by 2030 (see
Figure 14).
While this would be impressive, it would still leave
Sydney as a relatively car-dependent city in 2030. How-
ever, with further investment in mass transit over the
subsequent 25 years, and with the intelligent use of au-
tonomous vehicle technology, Sydney could be a very
different city by 2056. If these kinds of growth trends
were the basis of urban growth it would be possible to
essentially phase out oil from Sydney’s passenger trans-
port system.
The State Government has recently updated its trans-
port plan for Sydney and extended it to a “vision” for
2056 (see Figure 15). This vision assumes Sydney will
evolve into a region of 8 million population, with three
connected sub-regions, the Eastern City centred on the
traditional CBD, a Central Sydney based on Parramatta,
and a Western City based on the opportunities around
the Second Sydney Airport together with further devel-
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Potenal Public Transport Trips (Million) by Mode in Sydney:
2005/6 to 2030/31
Actual Patronage
Potenal Patronage
2010/11 2015/16 2020/21 2025/26 2030/31
Heavy Rail – exisng
Metro – CBD – Parramaa
Bus – Exisng
Heavy Rail – new
Light Rail-Innes West
Bus – NE Busway
Metro – Bankstown Line (b)
Light Rail – Parramaa
Metro (NW Line) (a)
Metro – CBD – Parramaa
Ferry
Figure 14. Actual and potential public transport patronage growth in Sydney: 2005–2006 to 2030–2031. Source: Transport
for NSW (2017).
Sydney’s mass transit system. Le: exisng and commied links; right: vision for 2056.
Figure 15. Current and potential future mass transit system for Sydney. Source: Transport for NSW (2017).
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opment at sub-centres including Penrith, Blacktown and
Campbelltown. Each citywould have a rangeof heavy rail,
metro and light rail links, and the three centres would be
located along the Metro West project, currently in plan-
ning. In addition, the 2056 vision assumed development
of autonomous vehicles, which in conjunction with mass
transit, will replace many private car trips.
A somewhat modified proposal for 2056 by the au-
thors below shows how freight as well as high speed rail,
together with a more extensive light rail network, could
further enhance this vision.
Figure 17 shows the amount and shares of travel in
Sydney in 2056 by different modes which would be pos-
sible under such a scenario. This assumes that over the
next forty years:
• Population grows by 60% (average componund
growth rate of 1.2% pa) to 7.5 million;
• Average Trip length decreases by 10% (with better
distribution of employment etc);
• Total Travel (Passenger-kms) on Mass transit
quadruples by 2055/56, with an average com-
pound growth of 3.6% pa over the next 40 years;
• 20% of private car trips shift to shared-use au-
tonomous vehicles and mass transit by then.
Under this scenario, total CO2 emissions from urban pas-
senger transport could be almost eliminated, assuming
by 2056 that 100% of all electricity in the Eastern Aus-
tralian Grid is generated from solar, wind, hydro, geother-
mal or other forms of renewable energy, and that 90%
Figure 16.Modified potential future mass transit system for Sydney. Source: Transport for NSW (2017) and authors.
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Figure 17. Potential future trends in travel in the Sydney region. Source: Transport for NSW (2017) and authors.
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of all cars, buses and taxis are electrically powered by
then. In addition, total private car traffic would level off
after about 2030, notwithstanding the continuing popu-
lation growth, suggesting no need for additional urban
freeways beyond those currently under construction.
7. Making It Happen: How Government Can Act
Cities are built by a combination of public and private in-
vestment. But while the private sector is essential, the
public sector plays a crucial role in determining the shape
and overall liveability of the city for its inhabitants.
The previous discussion has outlined how we can
transform our cities. How can governments encourage
this transformation? The following are suggested:
• Slow or stop investment in urban motorways
(Gaynor et al., 2017);
• Accelerate investment in mass transit systems,
especially electric rail-based systems, including
through new partnerships with the private sector
(Newman et al., 2017);
• Encourage integrated development around rail sta-
tions and other key transit nodes and discourage
further development remote from rail corridors;
• Providewalkable town centres and safe cycle-ways
for local travel, including access routes to town
centres, schools and transit hubs;
• Encourage the development of companies or non-
profit community organisations which can be Citi-
zen Utilities as well as own and operate fleets of
shared local mobility services, autonomous elec-
tric cars and small electric buses to act as feed-
ers to transit hubs from areas outside the walking
catchments;
• Enable the rapid general introduction of electric
vehicles, both cars, buses and e-bikeswith recharg-
ing facilities based on solar energy;
• Gradually introduce road pricing and parking poli-
cies to encourage people to reduce their pri-
vate car ownership and use and help pay for
infrastructure;
• Accelerate the transition from coal and gas-fired
electricity to renewable energy, especially rooftop
solar in all new residential and commercial urban
developments, especially new green transit ori-
ented developments;
• Facilitate the involvement of new governance
along corridors of sub centres based on alternative
funding and financing of electric rail systems and
associated transit oriented developments through
new urban partnerships.
The integration of all these policies into urban planning
and development is possible if governments at all lev-
els set up partnerships with private financing (especially
superannuation companies looking for long term invest-
ments), developers (who understand markets and inno-
vation in urban development) and communities (who
know what they want for their precincts and neighbour-
hoods for the long term). This kind of partnership which
integrates rather than does urban development based
on separate silos of professional practice and sectoral ad-
vice, has been rapidly growing across the world (Clark &
Clark, 2014; Newman, 2016). This is particularly impor-
tant for the kind of urban developments outlined here
for the City of the Future and new ways of bringing the
partnerships together are being created that use private
funding to help with the big capital costs of transit build-
ing (Newman, Davies-Slate, & Jones, 2017)
In Australia, the new partnerships are being called
City Deals following the approach taken by the UK but
with more specific requirements to enable:
• Partnerships with three levels of government that
set out the plan for the City Deal;
• Community support for the projects;
• Private involvement in the financing through inte-
gration of land development and transit, backed
up with some funding from local and state gov-
ernment and a risk guarantee from the national
government.
The outcomes of the City Deals need to show transfor-
mational urban development with clear provision of af-
fordable housing and sustainability objectives including
the commitments to decarbonizing development. Such
City Deals put urban planning firmly on the national
agenda and demonstrate how the City of the Future can
be created.
8. Conclusions
For the last 60 years,motorwayswere seen inmany cities
as essential tools to “unblock” the arteries of the city. But
experience has shown thatwithoutmatching investment
in mass transit, and policies to manage car use, this only
led to unconstrained urban sprawl and a range of envi-
ronmental, health and other side effects.
One of these is the growing contribution of transport,
especially car use, to global warming. Even without this
threat, the motorway model of urban development has
been seen to fail. The added pressure to deal with cli-
mate change provides an opportunity to re-envision how
our cities and their transport systems can be built to im-
prove environmental, social and economic outcomes.
The key is to use new technologies intelligently, build-
ing organically on the urban fabric of the past, and to see
the privately owned and operated car as a luxury we no
longer need or can afford. Cars certainly have their place
and their two-dimensional flexibility will always make
them an attractive and in some cases efficient option for
cross-suburban travel. But they are not ideal for travel
to centres or places of high concentrations of activities.
For that, mass transit has shown it is the preferred solu-
tion supported by high quality and walking and cycling
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infrastructure to support intensive urbanism in centres.
At the same time, the transition from privately owned
petrol or diesel cars to community owned autonomous
electric vehicles, as well as to bicycles and small electric
vehicles, in combination with much greater use of mass
transit, provides a unique opportunity for citizens to re-
claim their cities from the dominance of the car. The City
of the Future is likely to have an electricity system that
is totally renewably powered and a passenger transport
system that is completely electric. Nothing short of this
is required given the climate crisis we face. It is also a
city with significant attractions for social and economic
opportunities that cities have provided for centuries and
which they will need to provide for the future.
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